
Intro

• Steve Mann is considered by many to be the world's first cyborg. He is also known as 
the Cyborg Luddite because of the stress he puts on choosing which technologies to 
embrace and which ones to abandon in order to be in harmony with nature.

• He was named the father of wear-tech at the IEEE ISSCC in February 2000. His 
response to this title was: “this definition is fuzzy, thousands of years ago, in China, 
people would wear an abacus around their neck”.

• He initiated the moblogging movement by creating the world’s first system for 
transmission of realtime pictures, video, and text.

• From 1994 to 1996, Mann continuously transmitted his life’s experiences, in real time, 
to his website for others to experience, interact with, and respond to.

• He is the founder of Interaxon, a Canadian company, commercializing the cyborg 
technologies such as thought control computing.

• He is the director of EyeTap Personal Imaging Lab (EPI Lab)established in 1998. Its 
mandate is to research wearable computing and cybernetic concepts and turn them 
into practical, market-driven products and processes.

• He is also the founding member of Wearable Computers Group in MIT Media Lab. 
Nicholas Negroponte, the founder of the Media Lab once said: "It was Mann who 
brought the seed".

Education

• Phd in Media Arts & Sciences from MIT (thesis on humanistic intelligence) 1997.
• McMaster University (inducted into the Hall of Fame) 2004.
• Tenured professor at UofT (faculty of Applied Sciences and Engineering, Faculty of Art 

and Sciences, and the Faculty of Forestry.

Inventions

EyeTap Camera: In effect, they cause the eye to function as both a camera-type 
imaging system as well as a display-type system. They correct for things like visual 
memory deficiencies. For example, if you have trouble associating visual information 
such as names and faces, the eyeglasses can print out the name of somebody in fairly 
large letters the next time you meet them. Or, if you get easily lost, it can help in terms 
of way-finding.

According to Mann: “EyeTap is a device, a principal and a concept”. This device uses 
Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) and can be used as a memory aid (e.g to help 
Alzheimer's Patients).

Mann also predicted Glass Wars between Apple, Google and RIM (just like smartphone 
wars). When asked what differentiates his invention from Google glasses he replied: 
”Google Glass is closer to the idea of Augmented Reality which does not make sense. It 
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throws things on top, which will cause a certain amount of information overload. His 
invention is based on mediated reality”.

Other Noticeable Inventions

• High-Dynamic Range (HDR) technology
• Panaromics
• Neck worn Camera Sensor manufactured by Microsoft
• Hydraulophone World's first musical instrument to make sound from vibrations in 

liquids (Vs solids or gases)

Publications

Mann has more than 200 publications, books and patents. Below I have listed a few of 
his rather important publications.

– Wearable, tetherless computer mediated reality: WearCam as a wearable face 
recognizer, and other applications for the disabled 1996.

WearCam, a wearable multimedia system with video processing capability and wireless 
Internet connection, has been proposed. In this paper, WearCam is presented as a 
prosthetic device. In particular, two example applications: the Personal Visual Assistant; 
and the Visual Memory Prosthetic are described. The Personal Visual Assistant 
embodies a spatial visual filter that reconfigures the human visual system, providing a 
coordinate transformation (remapping of spatial coordinates). Such coordinate 
transformations, it is hoped, might someday be of use to the partially sighted. The Visual 
Memory Prosthetic embodies a temporal visual filter that provides computer-induced 
flashbacks (possibly together with annotation). These flashbacks currently help the 
author overcome visual amnesia. It is hoped that, with further research, the apparatus 
and approach might someday lead to perceptual intelligence that we can wear, and be 
of great benefit to the disabled.

– Intelligent Image Processing 2001.

Intelligent Image Processing describes the EyeTap technology that allows non-invasive 
tapping into the human eye through devices built into eyeglass frames. This isn't merely 
about a computer screen inside eyeglasses, but rather the ability to have a shared 
telepathic experience among viewers. Written by the developer of the EyeTap principle, 
this work explores the practical application and far-reaching implications this new 
technology has for human telecommunications.
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– Existential Technology: Wearable Computing is not the real issue 2003 (Leonardo 
Award for Excellence).

As our world becomes more and more globally connected, the official hierarchies of 
corporations and governments become larger and more complicated in scope, often 
making the chain of command and accountability more difficult for an individual person 
to question. Bureaucracies spanning several countries provide layers of abstraction and 
opacity to accountability for the functionaries involved in such official machinery. Thus, 
policy affecting our everyday life is moved further from our ability to influence, affect or 
even understand it. At the same time, the increased use of surveillance and monitoring 
technologies makes the individual more vulnerable to, and accountable to, these very 
organizations that are themselves becoming less accountable to the surveilled 
populace. In this paper, Mann proposed the concept of Existential Technology as the 
technology of self-determination and mastery over our own destiny, and provided 
several examples of in(ter)ventions.

– Sousveillance: Inventing and Using Wearable Computing Devices for Data Collection 
in Surveillance Environments 2003.

This paper describes using wearable computing devices to perform Sousveillance 
(inverse surveillance) as a counter to organizational surveillance. A variety of wearable 
computing devices generated different kinds of responses, and allowed for the 
collection of data in different situations. Visible sousveillance often evoked counter-
performances by front-line surveillance workers. The juxtaposition of sousveillance with 
surveillance generates new kinds of information in a social surveillance situation.

– Sousveillance: inverse surveillance in multimedia imaging 2004.

This is a personal narrative that began 30 years ago as a childhood hobby, of wearing 
and implanting various sensors, effectors, and multimedia computation in order to re-
define personal space and modify sensory perception computationally. This work 
involved the creation of various computational seeing aids that evolved into a new kind 
of visual art, using multimedia cyborglogs. Becoming at one with the machine, the 
author was able to explore a new humanity at the nexus of cyberspace and the real 
world.

– Natural User Interface (NUI) 2012: Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on 
Tangible and Embedded Interaction

Human beings are cyborgs in the sense that we usually experience nature indirectly, 
through technologies like shoes, clothing, or smartphones. In fact we're often forbidden 
from interacting directly with the world around us, e.g. simply removing our shoes to feel 
the earth beneath our feet is likely to have us stopped by police or security guards. 
Natural User-Interfaces challenge this layer of indirection, and use direct physical 
contact with multi-sensory primordial input devices such as solids, liquids, and gases.
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Sousveillance

– [They] felt meaningless unless they were being observed and this was the reason 
they all observed and took snapshots and movies of each other, for fear of experiencing 
the meaninglessness of their existence... staggering along in mad hope of somehow 
finding someone to be observed by somewhere... (Dürrenmatt 1988: 20).

[Play We Live in Public Documentary video]

• Organizations have tried to make technology mundane and invisible through its 
disappearance into the fabric of buildings, objects and bodies. The creation of 
pervasive ubiquitous technologies—such as smart floors, toilets, elevators, and light 
switches—means that intelligence gathering devices for ubiquitous surveillance are 
also becoming invisible (Mann and Niedzviecki 2001; Marx 1995; Lefebvre 1991).

• Reflectionism, a term invented by Mann (1998) for a philosophy and procedures of 
using technology to mirror and confront bureaucratic organizations. Reflectionism 
holds up the mirror and asks the question: “Do you like what you see?”

• Surveillance cameras ... must be subject to force-of-law rules covering important 
details like when they will be used, how long images will be stored, and when and with 
whom they will be shared” (Stanley and Steinhardt 2003: 2).

• Probably the best-known recent example of sousveillance is when Los Angeles 
resident George Holliday videotaped police officers beating Rodney King after he had 
been stopped for a traffic violation. The ensuing uproar led to the trial of the officers 
(although not their conviction) and serious discussion of curtailing police brutality 
(Cannon 1999). Taping and broadcasting the police assault on Rodney King was 
serendipitous and fortuitous sousveillance.

• The Rise of Neo-Panopticons: However, the notion of ubiquitous surveillance is 
longstanding. Jeremy Bentham's (1838) Panopticon defined a system of observation 
in which people could be placed under the possibility of surveillance without knowing 
whether they were actually being watched. Bentham proposed such an architecture 
for use in prisons, schools, hospitals, and workplaces.

• Wearable Computing for Sousveillance: wearable computing devices allow people to 
take the personal computing revolution with them. Sousveilling individuals now can 
invert an organization's gaze and watch the watchers by collecting data on them.

Performances

Mann: “We examine how using wearable computing devices can promote personal 
empowerment in human technology/human interactions. (a) deliberately not acquiescing 
in surveillance, and (b) performing visible and explicit sousveillance”.

He continues: “Uncertainty surrounds these performances; no one is ever sure of the 
outcome of the interaction between device, wearer, and participants. Design factors can 
influence performances: the wearing of technology can be seen by participants as either 
empowering or threatening, depending on the type of technology, location, and how it is 
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presented and represented. For example, people who use familiar mobile devices, such 
as laptop computers and personal digital assistants, are perceived as more socially 
desirable than those with less familiar devices, such as wearable computers and hands-
free mobile phones”.

[Please refer to the Sousveillance: Inventing and Using Wearable Computing Devices 
for Data Collection in Surveillance Environments document for a detailed description on 
Five Sousveillance Performances using wearable technologies.]

Recent Incident

Physical Assault by McDonald's for wearing Digital Eye Glass
http://eyetap.blogspot.ca/2012/07/physical-assault-by-mcdonalds-for.html

Favorite Quotes

• What I argue is that if I'm going to be held accountable for my actions that I should be 
allowed to record... my actions. Especially if somebody else is keeping a record of my 
actions.

• I am not saying more or less technology – I am saying appropriate technology. Instead 
of technological excess – we should have technology that is balanced with nature. 
Instead of replacing nature with technology – we should balance it. Instead of 
replacing intelligence with artificial intelligence – we should use humanistic 
intelligence…

Resources

One on One: Steve Mann, Wearable Computing Pioneer
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/08/07/one-on-one-steve-mann-wearable-computing-
pioneer/

Cyborg Luddite Steve Mann on Singularity 1 on 1: Technology That Masters Nature is 
Not Sustainable
http://www.singularityweblog.com/cyborg-steve-mann/

Publications Reference
http://www.interaction-design.org/references/authors/steve_mann.html
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Other Resources

http://www.abilities.ca/technology/2006/11/03/steve_mann/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Mann
http://wearcam.org/netcam.html
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